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A tripod orchard ladder should not be used as an all-purpose 
ladder. They are designed with a flared base and a tripod 
pole that provides support on soft, uneven ground.

➢ These unique ladders have no spreader bar or locking 
mechanisms to hold its front in place or to stabilize the 
ladder. Instead, for a tripod orchard ladder to function 
properly and remain stable, the ladder side rails and 
tripod pole must slightly penetrate the ground.

➢ Tripod orchard ladders are for orchard or landscape
use only and must never be used on hard ground.

OSHA Standard 1910.23(b)(8) The employer must 
ensure ladders are used only for the purposes for 
which they were designed.

Prevent injuries when using tripod orchard ladders by taking these safety 
precautions:

➢ Before use, workers should inspect the tripod orchard ladder they will be 
using to confirm that it is in good working condition.

➢ Limit or reschedule work that requires the ladders on windy days or when 
there are unsafe weather conditions.

➢ Select and use ladders that are appropriate for the worker and the tree size.

➢ Keep ladders away from overhead power lines.

➢ Use appropriate personal protective equipment when needed, like safety 
glasses or work gloves.

➢ Wear shoes with stiff soles and a substantial heel to prevent slipping while 
on the ladder.

➢ Only one worker is allowed on the ladder at a time.

➢ Avoid walking under or near ladders when they are in use by another 
worker.

➢ Do not leave ladders standing open at the end of the workday.

➢ Only carry one ladder at a time. Use caution when carrying a ladder near 
other workers or trees.

➢ Ladders with defects or damage should be taken out of service.

Tripod Orchard Ladder 
OSHA Fact Sheet 3728
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• OSHA Fact Sheet on Tripod Orchard Ladders; osha.gov/sites/default/files/publications/OSHA3728.pdf

When working on a ladder, falls are the most common hazard. It’s important 
that workers set-up the ladder properly, wear appropriate footwear and 
clothing, and work safely while on the ladder.

➢ Place the ladder firmly in the ground to keep it from collapsing, slipping, 
moving, or falling. Make sure that the ladder is not positioned over a soft 
spot or hole.

➢ Ladders placed on sloped ground must have the tripod pole positioned 
uphill.

➢ Maintain 3-points of contact while facing the ladder when climbing up and 
down.

➢ Do not overreach while on the ladder, instead get down and move the 
ladder into a better position if needed.

➢ Do not move from the ladder onto a tree branch. Do not stand on tree 
branches or use a tree branch for balance while on the ladder.

➢ For orchard work, pick tree produce from the top to the bottom, do not 
overfill produce bags, and center the produce bag between the side rails of 
the ladder.


